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I
On February 2c,, tg49, the American Yiddish journal, Di Tsukunft, organized a symposium at its annual dinner in New York devoted to "the state
of Israel and the fews of other countries."l The mounting of the symposium
less than a year after the State of Israel was formally proclaimed came in the
midst of an intense period of debate among |ewish individuals and groups in
the United States, including those who were not usually identified as Zionist
but now felt compelled to rethink their opposition.2 Both the tragedy of the
Shoah and the birth of a fewish state bespoke a new reality that called into
question long-held beliefs.
Against this backdrop, the socialist-leaning Tsukunft saw fit to initiate a
discussion that had at its center the relationship between the new State and
the fewish communities beyond its borders. Was this the moment at which
the long-held Zionist goal of "negating the Exile" would be realized? Would
Hebrew now declare its decisive victory over Yiddish in the long-running
Sprachenkampfbetween the two languages? Indeed, had the owl of Minerva
arrived at the gate of Diaspora Jewish culture in general?
The opening speaker at the symposium was Israel's first ambassador to the
United States, Eliyahu Eilati(n6 Epstein). Eilath struck an ecumenical note
at the outset-and in a Yiddish noticeably inflected by modern Hebrew-by
lauding the work of Di Tsukunft "in the development of Yiddish cultural
Iife in America."' Eilath then re-assumed his oficial role as an Israeli representative by affirming that "the State of Israel has at long last brought to an
end Iewish homelessness." He continued by arguing that "in order for there
to be a fewish state, the Tower of Babel must be liquidated." That is, a single
national language, Hebrew, must be recognized.a
Without a doubt, the State of Israel was, for Eilath, the engine now driving Iewish life. It had the responsibility to "awaken and strengthen in fews
everywhere the stubborn will of old to live as |ews... to build the maximum
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possible Jewish existence

in the Diaspora (Yidishkayt in

Golus), and at the
same time, to begin laying the bricks for the edifice of redemption."' Eilath

conceded to those assembled that the State of Israel was not the sole actor

in that drama. ")ews in America", he argued toward the end of his speech,
"must be prepared to take upon themselves to be an influence" in their own
right.6
There was in Eilath's words a curious mix of sensibilities. On one hand,
he remained unshakably convinced of the historic import and virtue of the
Zionist way. On the other, he effected a rather conciliatory posture toward
his audience, and Diaspora fewry in general-and at a moment when others of his official station and ideological persuasion gave themselves over to

an entirely triumphalist tenor. But it is not Eilath's diplomatic grace that
intrigues us for the moment. Rather, it is his assertion that Diaspora Jewry
could still exert an influence, presumably on the State of Israel, in |ewish
affairs.
On the face of it, there is nothing remarkable in Eilath's use of the term. It
is hard to imagine a world, after all, in which influence is absent. And yet, the
term sets the stage, literally and figurativelp for the speaker who followed
Eilath at the Tsukunfi forum, Simon Rawidowicz (fig6-tgS).In the course of
his remarks, Rawidowicz challenged the validity of the very idea of influence
and even diagnosed a condition he called "hashpaitis", from the Hebrew

word for "influence", to describe those who were beholden to the view that
the Land of Israel does or should influence the Diaspora in a unidirectional
fashion.T In the first part of this essay I would like to explore the context
and meaning of Rawidowicz's diagnosis of "hashpaitis" before moving on
in the second part to discuss recent challenges to an influence-based model
of explanation in the field of ]ewish studies. It is my hope that this sequence
can yield insight into the process of cultural interaction, negotiation, and
exchange that stands at the center of this issue of transversal.

II
At the time of the Tsukunft forum, Rawidowicz was teaching at the College of
Jewish Studies in Chicago, the latest stop in a peripatetic scholarly career that
brought him from Lithuania to Germany, England, and finally the United
States. Soon after the forum, he would realize a life dream by earning a professorial appointment to the newly created Brandeis University. Brandeis
represented the kind of Jewish institution to which Rawidowicz had long
aspired, a modern-dayversion of the great academies of Sura and pumbedita
that once made Babylonia the rival, and even envy, of the Land of Israel.s
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This desire helps illuminate Rawidowicz's distinctive vision of Jewish nationalism. For purposes of clarity, it might be helpful to situate that vision
on a spectrum of lewish nationalist thinking between the poles of Simon
Dubnow and Ahad Ha-am, two of Rawidowicz's key sources of inspiration
and criticism at once. Thus, he shared Dubnow's steadfast devotion to the
Diaspora as a living center of fewish life. But unlike Dubnow and other diasporists, he accepted neither the supremacy of Yiddish over Hebrew nor the
logic of a major center of fewish life in the Diaspora at the expense of one in
Palestine.
With respect to the other titan of early twentieth-century lewish cultural
nationalism, Rawidowicz shared Ahad Ha-am's unyielding commitment to
Hebrew language and culture as the connective tissue among fews world-

wide. And yet, he sharply criticized Ahad Ha-am's notion that the relationship between the Land of Israel and the Diaspora was like that of a center to
its periphery. Over the course of some three decades, Rawidowicz insisted
that the relationship between the Land of Israel and the Diaspora be understood as an "ellipse", according to which the sum ofthe distance from any
point on it to two foci is constant.e In this view, the fewish people, which
Rawidowicz preferred to call by the traditional term "Yisrael", had two coequal centers ofculture and national life. He gave clearest expression to this
distinctive notion in the capstone work of his career, on which he was working at the time of his death in ry57. The title of this two volume study was
and Jerusalem- connoting the symbolic
Bauel v i-Yeru shalayim
-Babylon
centers oflewish national life throughout the ages.
A fair portion of the two volumes dealt with the relationship between
Babylon and ferusalem, or the Diaspora and the land of Israel, after ry48.
The creation of the State of Israel, following the Holocaust, seemed to mark
an unmistakable realignment of the balance of power between the two centers. Now possessed ofinternational recognition and sovereignty, the fewish
comr{unity in historic Palestine was on the verge of realizing the Zionist
dream of returning to the ancestral homeland as victors. Simon Rawidowicz
noticed in the joyous moment of triumph that swept the fewish world after
the creation of the State a powerful and somewhat dangerous streak. As he
declared at the Tsukunft symposium:
"(T)he shofar of the Messiah thunders almost every day and night. It is
certainly not so easy for us to stand with one foot in the messianic era and
the other in a world without the Messiah. Great and beautiful are the present
messianic days of ry48-49, but they are also difficult, indeed very difficult.
It seems as if the Messiah has arrived, he is here-and he is not here, not
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yet. Whoever does not sense the great difficultp the great severity of the
historical twilight-these days in which the Messiah has come and yet not

come-does not feel the pulse of our time.to*
Rawidowicz here recalls Ahad Ha-am's famous note of dissent at the First
Zionist Congress in Basel in 1897 when he likened himself to a mourner at
a wedding feast. Fifty years after Basel, Rawidowicz felt alienated from the
intoxicated glee of others |ews over the restoration of fewish political power.
The creation of the State of Israel had not ushered in a messianic age. "We
will probably live for a longer time in this historical twilight", he noted, adding in a particularly lachrymose vein that "a Third World War may extend
this twilight much longer than we now think."l'
Rawidowicz's sense of foreboding-clearly reflecting the emerging Cold
War-did not mean that he opposed the creation of the State in the first place.
He referred to Israel as "that state that we all want to, and must, strengthen
and expand." He further observed that "the entire world sings the praises of
the Land of Israel, and we must certainly do so as well." But he continued,
"we do not discharge our obligation merely by singing praise.""
In the first instance, Rawidowicz evoked the spirit of thinkers from Marx
to Hermann Cohen in yearning for the day when "the true Messiah will
come and the world will be freed of the exclusivistic, egotistical sovereignty
of states large and small that results in bloody wars and destruction." But
recognizing that this day had not yet come-in fact, that a certain false messianism prevailed in his time-he nonetheless insisted that the State of Israel
should not have "one ounce less sovereignty than all other states", at least in
its external relations with other states.l3
That final point reminds us of another instance in which Rawidowicz
refused to join the chorus of Jewish praise over the establishment of the
State of Israel. While the State must be sovereign, like other countries, in
the international political arena, it could rlot be sovereign within the fewish
world. For in Rawidowicz's view, "the State of Israel and the fewish Diaspora
together create the concept and the reality of the 'people of Israel.' Internally,
between Iew and ]ew, it must be more a matter of identity and absolute solidarity and less of sovereignty and isolationism."ta
Rawidowicz preferred to dwell less on sovereignty than on shutafut, the
Hebrew term he frequently invoked to signify the genuine and deep partnership that must obtain between Babylon and ferusalem. Between the two
co-equal parts of the fewish nation, there could be no binds, ties, or even
loyalties. These terms conveyed a sense of distance between two discrete
parts. For example, "loyalty", he wrote, "is a relationship between two sepa-
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rate entities A and B." A few cannot be loyal to another few, because he is
"identical to him." The proof text for this claim-what Rawidowicz called the
"basic law engraved in our body and soul"-was the traditional Talmudic
refrain that'All Israel are responsible for each other."ls
In fact, Rawidowicz was conjuring up an entity of greater historical depth
and durabilitythan a state, an extraterritorial nation. Like a state, the fewish
nation deserved its own "constitution" and "basic laws", though he hastened
to add that precious few clauses were needed. The essence could be reduced
to the phrase Yisrael ehad,"Israel is One", with the second word to be pronounced with the same emphasis as it is in the core fewish prayer, the Shema
YisraeI.'u

The liturgical reference made by Rawidowicz lent a measure of gravity,
even sanctity, to his vision of a unified Iewish nation.l7 The indivisibility of
Israel was the paramount value in his distinctive nationalist scheme. To the
extent that Zionism could revive a portion of that unified nation, it was to
be praised. But to the extent that the creation ofthe State advanced the often-

quoted Zionist goal of"negating the Diaspora", oferadicating one ofthe two
centers of |ewish national life, it was to be criticized. Similarly, if the State
now sought to exert a dominant "influence" on Diaspora life, then it failed to
grasp its true historical mission.

III
At long last, we arrive at the matter of "influence." In Simon Rawidowicz's
lexicon, "influence" was a term of opprobrium, indicating the hegemonic
aspirations and cultural imposition of one actor upon another. It was also in
his view a symptomatic feature of Zionist thought, commencing with Ahad
Ha-am, who imagined the |ewish center in Palestine to be the source of creativity and vitality and the |ewish population in the Diaspora to be its passive
beneficiary.
This claim took on new life, Rawidowicz observed, in the days of messianic triumphalism surrounding the creation ofthe State oflsrael. The State,
many believed, was{he ascendant, and soon-to-be dominant, force in }ewish
national life. From this point forward, it would sustain the Diaspora-unless
or until the Diaspora ceased to exist.
Rawidowicz diagnosed this kind of thinking as "hashpaitis", a maladythat
assumed the constancy of one actor's influence upon another. He hastened
to add that the question was not whether or how the State of Israel would
influence the Diaspora, but rather whether the Diaspora would manifest its
own "initiative" and "creativity."18 He noted that self-reliance was essential
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not only in 1949, "when 94 percent of all )ew live in the Diaspora", but also
at later stages when only 4o or Soo/o of the world's fews would live outside

of

Israel.tn

What is most striking in Rawidowicz's brief against "influence" is the
insistence on Diaspora independence. This point, which he had long advocated on a mix of historical, cultural, and demographic grounds, had now
come under attack owing to the rise of a fewish political state. Consequently,
he felt compelled to defend it at the Tsukunfi fortm and elsewhere. The issue
at hand for Rawidowicz was not simply the physical survival of fews outside of Israel, but also the self-sufficiency and ongoing creativity of a |ewish
Diaspora.
There is something at once incisive and yet antiquated about Rawidowicz's
defense of the Diaspora. On one hand, he was clear-headed in recognizing
that ]ewish communal life in the Diaspora would not wither away overnight,
or even over the course ofseveral generations. On the other, his hopes for a
self-reliant Jewish Diaspora that waspos sessed of its own well-defined cultural
agenda were rooted in an era of Jewish nationalist discourse that had since
passed. The creation ofthe State oflsrael signaled not only the institutional
enshrinement of Zionism, but the end of the active contest among competing camps of Jewish nationalist ideologues that was waged with particular
intensity in the early twentieth century.
This mix of realism and anachronism might help explain an unresolved
tension in Rawidowicz's address atthe Tsukunft forum. As we have seen, he
was adamant in supporting the independence of the Diaspora as a cultural
center in its own right. In one of his sharpest formulations, he insisted that
the Diaspora not be regarded "simply as a reservoir of money and of people ...
as the liquidated stock of a bankrupt company, or as communities that persist as a commemoration of the Holocaust." Rathet the Diaspora "needs a
kind of auto-emancipation as a counter to those who either say kaddish for
it or who lull it to sleep."'o It must exist on its own strength in order to serve
its own constituency.
At the same time, he was adamant that Israel and the Diaspora exist in a
state of seamless interdependence. He emphasized throughout his remarks
that the two major centers could not relate to one another as separate entities. "Statehood and statelessness", hei,rrsisted, "are two attributes of one and
the same substance called 'Israel."' Indeed, so seamless were the two that
Rawidowicz was reminded of Spinoza's famous equation of God and Nature
(Deus sive

Natura)."
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But can an entity be both fully independent and seamlessly interdependent with another entity? Rawidowicz failed to address the tension between
these two visions of the relationship between Israel and the Diaspora' It is

not our purpose to reconcile them here, except to note again the curious
mix of qualities in what we might call his political theory. While clinging,
somewhat anachronistically, to the notion of a coherent Diasporist cultural
agenda found decades earlier in theorists such as Dubnow, Zhitlovsky, or
Medem, Rawidowicz proved to be as keenly attuned to the presence of two
major centers of Iewish life as any contemporary observer. The result was a
perspective marked both by a certain naiv6t6 and a genuine prescience.
It is that latter quality that compels us to reconsider Rawidowicz's views
about influence here. In diagnosing "hashpaitis", he was concerned with a
global, but wholly internal Jewish world. Between the two main centers that
constituted this world, the State of Israel and the Diaspora, there could be no
currents of influence. The two were one, and thus incapable of exerting an
influence upon each other.

IV
Rawidowicz's reservations about "hashpaitis" adumbrate and call to mind a
recent trend in |ewish studies to move beyond an influence-based model of
historical explication. On the face of it, this move seems fruitless and foolhardy. After all, how can one study the past without tracing the influence
of one particular event or actor on another? Is there a way to understand
change or development in history without the variable instances and effects

ofinfluence?
The problem is interestingly compounded in the case of fewish history,
where scholars, especially in the early to mid-twentieth century' were intent
on demonstrating that the fewish people somehow resisted the gravitational
pull ofinfluence. Operating under a variety ofnationalist ideologies, these
scholars argued that the fewish people was guided by an immanent force
that allowed it either to repel or rise above external forces.
But even in this case, influence was a criterion to be considered and evaluated before being deferred. In fact, most |ewish studies scholars, from the
birth of Wissenschaft des ludentums until recent times, have seen fit to measure the balance ofinternal and external forces in narrating ]ewish history. It
is in this regard that Rawidowicz's Tsukunft lecture signals a prescient shift.
For in seeking to avoid "hashpaitis", he was attempting to understand an
historical organism (i.e., the dual-centered fewish nation) not as a pair of
discrete parts influencing one ahqther, but rather as "a single circulatory sys-
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tem." I draw this phrase not from Rawidowicz, but from Daniel Boyarin as
he described the religious and social world of rabbinic fudaism and Christianity in the centuries 70 C.E.22 Unlike Boyarin, Rawidowicz was decidedly
uninterested in the nature of relations between fews and non-fews. But quite
similar to (and in advance of) Boyarin, he was intent on arriving at a model
of explanation that resisted the impulse to assign influence to one actor or
another.
It is interesting that Rawidowicz's resistance to influence finds a parallel in the discussion of the relations between Judaism and Christianity in
antiquity. But it should not surprise us altogether. In the post-Vatican II era,
scholars, fewish and Christian alike, have tended to discard the long-regnant vision of Christian supercessionism, as well as the claim of unending
polemic and hostility between the two religious traditions.23 Increasingly,
they have focused on the common origins and shared ritual practices of
the two-up to the point of asserting the existence of a "single circulatory
system." In doing so, they have tended, like Galit Hasan-Rokem, "to look
at interaction between cultures in terms of dialogue rather than 'influence'
(often defined ... according to a unidirectional conceptualization)."24
A similar trend animates scholarship dealing with ancient |udaism's other
chief foil, Hellenism. Rather than assess the extent to which Jews either
resisted or fell prey to the allures of a hedonistic Greek paganism, scholars such as fohn Barclay, Shaye Cohen, Erich Gruen, Martha Himmelfarb,
and Lee Levine have focused on the shared properties of and bi-directional exchange between Iudaism and Hellenism. For them, the etiological
quest-determining who influenced whom first-has yielded to a nuanced
mapping of cultural systems with extremely porous borders. This approach
is aptly described by Peter Schiifer, another scholar who has worked extensively on the interplay between ancient Greek and Jewish cultures. The task
at hand, Schiifer argues, is to chart "a dynamic relationship in which fhe
influenced actively and creatively'digests' what it receives, creating something that is neq no longer identical with its 'origin."'2s
It is curious that this impulse to overcome the rigid boundaries between
two cultural systems has been applied to two sets of long-held oppositions
in antiquity (i. e., Judaism and Christianity and fudaism and Hellenism). It
is even more curious that this impulse appears in scholarship on the Middle Ages, given the lachrymose framing that has often been given to medieval fewish-Christian relations. And yet, one prominent scholar has recently
called on colleagues "to take note no less of that which is common to |ewish
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and Christian culture in the Middle Ages than of overtures that members of
these cultures make to foreign values outside of their own."tu

In one of the most interesting critiques of the influence-based model of
explanation, Moshe Rosman makes the case in explicit terms. He observes
that )ewish ritual practices, sumptuary and culinary norms, gender patterns,
economic practices, folk legends, and political theory in early modern times
find striking parallels in contemporaneous Polish Christian society. But
rather than rush to judge them as signs of "influence", Rosman asks whether
"they might be better characterized as cultural accretions by default."" His
assumption is that fews and christians in Poland inhabited a shared cultural
"polysystem" in which vectors of cultural influence moved in many directions and created a shared repository from which fews and Christians alike
drew.

Much more intuitive is the application of this mode of thought to the modern |ewish experience, when fluid movement across territorial and cultural
boundaries has been the norm rather than the exception. The imperative to
integrate into the host society, balanced by the desire to preserve a measure
of group identity, has created a rich stock of hyphenated identities out of
which it is often dilficult to segregate completely discrete components (e.g.,
fewish vs. American). Not surprisingly, scholars of German |ews such as Steven Aschheim, Peter Gordon, Klaus H<idl, Samuel Moyn, Anson Rabinbach,
and Till van Rahden have found them to be an especially suitable group for
consideration in this vein. Even if not consciously eschewing the notion of
"influence", they regard the interplay between fews and non-fews in German society-up to the rise of Hitler-as an ongoing and active exchange of
cultural values. This is not to say that the cultural traffic between fews and
Christians in German society was always smooth. As we know well, it was
often quite turbulent. Nevertheless, one is reminded when thinking of that
trafrc of Eduard Gans' desire, expressed in tSzz' that German lews "live on

river lives on in an ocean.""
To live on as a river in an ocean is a rather difficult notion to conjure
up. It suggests a mystifyingly simultaneous loss and retention of cultural
distinctiveness. And yet, for all its inscrutability, this formulation captures
something of the fluidity and evanescence of modern |ewish identities, at
times clearly defined and at other times flickering. Gans' own life was an
interesting variation on the theme of the river in the ocean. After serving as
as a

president of the Verein ftir Cultur und Wissenschaft der fuden in the early
r8zos, the young scholar of Roman law converted from |udaism to Christianity in r8z5 in order to gain a university appointment. This act did not
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dislodge Gans from the annals of Jewish history; he is remembered, after
all, as a founding father of Wissenschafi des Judentum.s. More to the point,
his life seemed to personify the very image of a river in an ocean, alternately
retaining and losing its form in response to an ever shifting balance of cul-

tural vectors.
Interestingly, we might be able to make a similar statement about Gans'
more fewishly identified colleague from the Verein, Leopold Zunz. lJnllke
Gans, Zunz operated almost exclusively in a fewish institutional world. But
like Gans, he himself contemplated conversion as a young man and believed
that /ews would become truly emancipated only when the discipline of Jewish studies was integrated into the German university system.
The juxtaposition between the two is not intended to answer the question
of who had a more intensive fewish upbringing or who was more assimilated.
Rather, it prompts us to inquire whether it is fair to say that Gans, by dint
of conversion, fell more prey to the influence of German culture and society than Zunz. Would that determination tell us much about the complex,
dynamic, and idiosyncratic process of cultural formation in either of them?
For that matter, would it make any more understandable the notion of German culture or society?

At the risk of vast oversimplification, we must reiterate that we are on
shaky ground if we altogether avoid the ascription of influence in our historical explanations. To take but one example, we would be hard-pressed to
understand Gans without recourse to his mentor, Hegel, or Zunz without
recourse to the Berlin philologists, Wolff and Boeckh. And yet, while we
can't live without it, we must acknowledge that the ascription of "influence"
can be a coarse tool that registers only a fraction ofthe cultural activity present in a given milieu or that traces cultural movement in only one direction.
In this sense, the act of determining "influence" can be a truncated path that
bypasses a rugged terrain filled with many rich culture veins, often in the
name of narrative seamlessness.

The critique of influence clearly owes something to the advent of postcolonial studies, most particularly, the claim that that the colonized did not
merely surrender to the "influence" of the colonizer, but often refashioned
the latter's language and culture into a new idiom. And yet, there is also
a deeply historicist quality to it. For in avoiding the single and truncated
path of "influence", we are attuned to a wider array of historical factors and
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directions, and thus come closer to realizing the ambition of grasping the
explosive compound of forces that constitutes an historical moment.
A related insight emerges from a recurrence of the river metaphor in a
Iater German-]ewish figure, Franz Rosenzweig. Rosenzweig's collected writ-

ings from t9z6 bore the title Zweistromland. The image of a land of two
rivers-and the assumption of a resulting fertile plain-hark back to the
vibrant Babylonian culture that arose between the Tigris and Euphrates. At
the same time, Rosenzweig's title gestures to an analogous cultural plain
formed by the rivers of German and Jewish culture. For an inhabitant of this
plain like Rosenzweig, or for his mentor and friend Hermann Cohen, it was
difrcult to establish where the fewish current began and the German current
ended. Even when each decided to dedicate himself anew to the revival of
fewish thought, they did so very much as German fews.
Moreover, each of these figures was the legatee of an intellectual and cultural tradition shared-more than imparted-by Christian contemporaries.
Indeed, German fews and christians were the joint heirs of an Enlightenment legacy reshaped by the meandering course of nationalism in the nineteenth century. Cohen, for his part, was part of a cohort of young German
thinkers who revived the legacy of Immanuel Kant in German philosophy'
A generation later, Rosenzweig was part of a cohort of young thinkers who
attempted to overcome the legacy of neo-Kantianism by harnessing philosophy to an urgent new attempt to grasp ExistenzRather than treat either cohen or Rosenzweig as a passive receptor of influence, it makes more sense to see them as active actors in a large intellectual
field, initiating as well as absorbing currents of ideas and values from their
non-fewish contemporaries. Admittedly, it is easier to trace unidirectional
lines of influence than it is to chart multidirectional currents that intersect
and blend with others. But the payoff for the latter is a rich and complex
mapping of cultural exchange and negotiation.
To be sure, it is the rare scholar who not only advocates but implements
and Gersuch an approach. In my own work op anti

ting this
man-]ewish thought, I attempted,illt not
ay, I was
numb
a
good
as
with
kind of a map.to But
explanahistorical
of
model
aware of the limitations of an influence-based
tion and sought to chart the ever-changing nature of fewish cultural formation without over-reliance on it. Historical research today, particularly into
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the |ewish past, should seize the moment and realize even fuller rewards
from this cartographic approach.

V
By way of brief conclusion, I'd like to recall the seeming incongruity of this
essay. on the face of it, there is relatively little connection between the subject of Simon Rawidowicz's Tsukunft 1949 address, "Two that are one", with
which we began and the recent trend in Jewish historical scholarship discussed thereafter. But as we scratch beneath the surface, we notice the shared
concern with the inadequacy of influence in explaining past and present

relationships. Rawidowicz's diagnosis of "hashpaitis", while directed in its
day at the contemporary relationship between Jew and Jeq can serve as a
call to historical researchers today to develop more refined tools for navigating the plains of cultural history than the blunt instrument of influence.
Here, as in many other areas, Rawidowicz was ahead of his time. In tribute to
him, we would do well to recognize his prescient awareness that we remain
beholden to "influence" only at our own peril.
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